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Abstract

A review is presented of our program to con-

struct an efficient solid state refrigerfitor based

on tlmrmionic emission d dectrcms over pe-
riodic barriers in the solid. The experirnen-
t,ti~ program is to construct a simple device
~!ith one barrier layer using a three iay-

ers: rrretal-sernicond uctor-metak The themeti-
CWIprogram is doing calculations to determine:

(i) the optimal layer thickness, and (ii) the
thermal conductivity.

I Introduction

Refrigeration using thermionic emission was
proposed in 1994[1, 2]. Thy original concept

had two metal plates separated by a vaccum
or air. This device is practical at room tem-

perature only if the metal Actrodes have a
low work function (0.3 eV) which is belo~v any
kllo~~m value, So the VaCUUIII device is imprac-

tici.d. .4 related concept is to have z rnulti-

kqer solid, in which altern:}t,e layers serve fM
barriers to the flow of electrons[3, -!. 5, 61 7].
Oniy energetic electrons surmount the barri-

trs, which serves as an efficient energy filter.
‘Me ektricai currertt is CMried by the hot
electrons, which kads to a Itigh effective See-
beck coefficient. This concept is called !YIulti-

Iayer
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Thermionic Refrigeration.

Experimental Program

Several other research groups are investig~~t-

ing semiconductor mukikyers for use as solid

state reFrigerators[8, 9. 10]. In the$e 5ystrmIs,
the band offsets between successive layers

serves as the periodic barriers. Our group lms

tried an alternate approach of having the mu]-

tilayers be alternate layers of metals and serrri-
conductors. h this case the Schotcky barrier

at the metal-semiconductor interface serves w

the barrier to the flow of eIect.rons. The semic-
onductor form the barrier layers.

My experimental colleagues (J. Bates, G.
Kim, F. Modine, D. Morton, EL Weiterirrg)

have been trying to construct simple three

layer devices of one semiconductor layers with
two metal electrodes. There are several meth-
ods of making these thin film devices. Here we

list them according to the exe of making films:

1. .$@utteting: Satisfactory three layer sys-
tems were made by sputtering germanium
between two metal electrodes. However,
Ge [ias too high of a thermal conductivity
to demonstrate solid sta~e refrigeration.
!Numerous attempts were made to sput-

ter binary semiconductors such m BizTeS

.
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—.
or PbTe. Sp~lttering of birmritis ww urr-
wlccessful The films were of poor- quality

tind contained large ch+nsicies of defects.
tl’e are unawzrfi of any illccesstili *ttempt

to create binary iilms by sputtxrirrq.

Luser Ablation: ORNL hw a major facit-
ity in m~king fihns by lwwr :~blotion. Or-t[y

oxide rrmterirds form weil Iayerwl films us-
ing this technique. Reports in the liter-
~tmre suggested that CIMO and Bif3aO:l

both had small wdues of Schottky barri-

ers with suitable metals. Three layer de-
vices wrre made of thww two materials

using Imw.r ablatioi~. Our measurements

slmvmd that. the resulting Schottky bar-

riers were ton high (o.; eV) to serve as

suitable tl~ermionic refrigerators.

Chtirrtiml Vupor Deposition: This h,%- not
yet been tried.

i}[~kcd~r Beam Epztmty Weitering and

Kim have constructed tin ME E machine

to make films for therrniunic refrigerators.
Weitering is giving a talk cm this work at

this meeting,

So far the experimental work has been incort-
elusive. No device hm yet been made which
demonstrate eflicient cooling.

s Theoretical Considera-
ticm,s

3.1 Layer Thickness

One crucial issue for the device efficiency is to

select the appropriate thickness for the barrier
layer. The proper choice depends upon cmes
view d how the device operates. Our view is
that dhcient cooling requires that the elec-
trons brdlisticaliy traverse the barrier layer.

Thvn there is a requirement that the layers

must be thinner then the mean-free-path 0[
the electron (L < tP).

There are several definitions of mean-kee-
pattr (mfp): [or momentum rehzxatirm ep, for

energy relaxation ~E and for phse breaking

t,p. Generally I?s >> tP. We believe that the
relevant mfp to determine the barrier thickness
is the one for momentum relaxation l?P. We
have performed calculations nt mom tempera-
ture {T = 300 K) of the rnfp I?Pfor some com-

mon n-type semiconductors which huve o sin-

gk conduction bmrd eilipsoid. The meart-free-
path was limited by stuttering by phonons and

impurities. The phonon scattering g~ve values

of the mfp on th~ order of micrometers. The
scattering by impurities gave values of the mfp

cm the order of lfL100 nrn. Sine impurity scat-
tering gives the small value, it dominates the

answer. The most probabie value of fp --+Sa>,
where a~ is the effective Bohr radius of m

e[ectron bound to a donor in the semiconduct-
or. This resul~ is remarkably independent of.

the concentration of impurities.

Sirnilar calculutiorts have been done for the

mfp of phonons, and for the distribution of
mfps. Some results will be shown.

3,2 B-Factor

In thermoelectric the B-Factor is a dimen-
sionless number (caHed BTg) which deter-

mines the eficiency of thermoelectrics(l 1\.
Vining and Mahan(12] showed that there is an

equivalent B-Factor far thermionic refrigera-

t ion (cAM 13~J. These two are

BT~ =
m“Icg(k~T)3t’P

h3~2#f<SL
{q)

/’
r

2kBT
‘P = TVP s T (3)
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BT1 .&—=
~TE ~ (4)

and b = e~/kET where eti is the work fttnc-

tion in thermionic emission, Given that L < l?P

accmding to our prior discussion. then the EL
fmctor ( B~~ ) for t hermicmic emission is always
less than that for t!rermoeiectrics. Since the
[arger B gives the larger efficiency~l I], then a

thermoelectric device is more Wrcient than a

t.hermionic device if they lm~’e the same ther-

mal conductit’ity,

3.3 Thermal Conductivity

All solid state ref~igeratws require a low
value of the therrna! conductivity for efficient

operational 1]. It is possible that a multilayer
5ystem has a lower thermal conductivity than

a pure material~8, 13, 14, 15.16, 17, 1/3, 19, 20],

This result IWS been fw.rnd in eor[y experi-

ments, and has beeri ptedictml by rxdculfitions.
Here we confine the dkcussio]l to thermal Con-
ductivity along the c-axis, tvl~ich is perpendic-

ular to the plane of the l~yms. We have done

calculations which show thi~t, there is an op-
timal thickness of the layers in order to have

a minimum thermal conductivity. 111this cue

the important parameter. m-hich determines
the minimum layer thickness, is the phonon
mfp. There are two different. methods of cal-
culating the thermal conductivity of superlat-
tices, and they give dramatically ditierent an-
swers. They are the classical or particle theory,

and the wave theory.
The cl~sical theory includes the interface

boundary resistance[?l]. .4 superlattice with

alternating layers of thickrwss L1,2 h,as a ther-
mal resistance for one repeat unit

R.sL = Lr/Iil + L2/fi2 + 2RB (5)

u-here K] is thermal concfucti~’ity of the indi-
vidual layers. and RB is the thermal boundary

resistance. Assume that LI = ,L2 ~ L. The
effective thermal conductivity of the strperlat-

tice is Ks~. This classical prediction is that
the thermal conductivity decre~es as uhe layer

thickness L decream(20]. The same result is
obtained by solving the Boltzmann equation
for the transport. Boltzmann equation treats
the phonons x particles which scatter from
the boundaries. Wave phenomena is ignored,

The wave theory calculates the actual

phonon modes WA(k) of the super fattice, where
J is the band index, They are used to calcu-

Me tl~e thermal conductivity from the usual
formula in d-dirnensions[22J

where f(k) is the phurmrr mfp and n(u, T)

is the Bose-Einstein distribution function.
At high temperatures, approximate n ~’
kBT/hw~(k) which gives

The above formula is quite general. Two im-

portant special cases of constant relaxation
time {Kr ) and constant mfp (Kt) are

Wave interference leads to band foMing[23,

M], which leads to a reduction of the phrmon
velocities. Both K, and K! are reduced by
wave interference.

These assertions are best. illustrated in
one dimension, for the ato,mic chain. Our

mode![?s] for a superlattice h~ al] spring con-
stants identical. and the l~yers differ in t}wir



‘Figure 1: Spectrum of N = 2.4,8, Ifi superlat-

tices with m~s ratio a = 2 in the extended
zone representation.

m:L$ses. For a repeat distance of N-lnyers, one
layer ha-s N/2 atoms of mass ml and the other
layer has N/2 atoms of mass rn2 = ml/a.

The characteristic equation k(ti) of the nor-
mal modes is [25)

U-M(W) = Cos(kl N/2) cos(k2N/2) – (10)
1– ccw(kl)cos{k~)

sin[k LN/2) sin(k2N/2)
sin{kl) sin(kz)

whe[-e cos(kl ] = 1 - L#/2,cos(k.1) = 1 –
w2/(2a) define the wave vectors (ki. kl) in the

individual layers in dimensionless units, A typ-
ical spectrum is shown in Fig.1, wltere rY= 2

and the SL periods are N = 2, 4, 8, 16. hlodes
with frequency w > 2 are confined within the

layer of the lighter atom, and contribute little
to the thermal conduction. .4s the vahre of N
is increased in Fig. 1, there is more band fold-
ing, and the average velocity clecremes. Fig.2

shows the thermal conductivity as a function
of superiattice period[25, 26, ’27] The result
for constant mfp is normalized to k8 fw2,maY,
where ~~,ma~ = 2 is the maximum phormn
frequency in the layer 1 of heavy mass. The
heat This result is for one dimension. SimiIar
curves are found for every case which we have
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Figure 2: Heat conductivity in one dimension

as a function of superlattice period for mass
ratio cr = 2. Dimensionless units found by di-
viding (11) by 2kBt.

calculated: for different values of mass ratio m,
and for both Kt and K,. Generally, increasing

N: (i) increases the amount of band folding,

(ii) decreases the average velocity in the SL,

and {iii) clecremes the thermal conductivity,

Similar calculations of K~ in two and three di-

mensions show the same result that the ther-

mal conductivity declines with increasing IV,
for al! vaIues of 12J25].

The two methods of calculation of the ther-
mal conductivity, by boundary resistance and

by band folding, give opposite predictions for
the thermal conductivity as a function of layer
thickness. The two viewpoints are reconciled
by including the mfp in the calculations. When
the layer thickness exceeds the mfp, then inter-
ference efiects shouid dimini~b. and the parti-

cle model should become applicable. The wave

model shou[d apply when L < t and the par-
ticle model should apply when L > L The
mfp t is added ta the calculation of the heat
transport by including a complex part to the
m:ave vectors kl,2,which is i~.?. The proper-
ties of the superlattice are calculated using
eqn. (lO)l~ut notv including the imaginary part
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Figure 3: Thermal conductivity in one dimen.
siori ,m a function of Wperlattice period for
mass ratio a = 2 for different values of the

phonon mfp which is given in units of lattice
periods.

of A“l,2. Making kl.~ compiex makes k com-

plex, and the effective wave vector is its rerd
p~rt. The band folding is found to diminish as

the mfp is decreased for a fixed vaiue of N[25].

Fig.3 shows the thermal conductivity in one

dimension as a function of SL period for four
di~erent values of mfp and u = 2, The mfp is
given in terms of the number of lattice spac-

ings (note: not SL spacings). Similar cumes
are found for other values of cr. For large val-

ues of t the results are identical to figure 2
(which had f = CC). For sn]al] WLIUH of Mfp
(t = 10) the thermal conductivity is nearly in-

dependent of SL period, except where it fa[ls
at small values of N, This reduction is proba-

bly due to thermal boundary resistance, Using

‘eqn. (1 ) shows a very small v:due of bcmndary

resistance RB. For f = 100 the thermal con-
ductivity falls as N incremes, reaches a mini-

mum, and then starts to increase. This latter
behavior is the situation expected in the exper-
iments. .4t mom temperature, in most solids,

enharmonic scattering limits the pbonon mpf
to value in the rwtge CJf 10-100 lattice ccm-

stants, which is also the typical value of SL
parameter in current devices. Therefore we ex-

pect the experimental thermal conductivities
to behave as the curve marked t = 100 in
fig,3. The thermal conductivity should hare a

minimum value when plotted vs. SL period.
The minimum occurs at the cross over be-

tween the particle and wave-interference types
of transport. One experimental resuIt has this

behavior(~].

4 Conclusion

We have considered the ~xperimental variables
which determine the optimal operation of a
multi ]ayer refrigerator based upon thermionic

emission. The barrier thickness will be deter-
mined by the minimum in the thermal con-
ductivity, which is determined by the phcmon
mfp. The phcmon rnfp is generally shorter than
the mfp of the electron. The optimal barriers
thicknesses will be quite short, cm the order of
nanometers rather than hundreds of nanome-
ters. This value is much shorter than the mfp

of the electron, so that the electrons are safely
in the ballistic regime. For these very short
barriers the multi[ayer therrnionic refrigerator
may not be very efficient, since its B-factor is
relatively small,
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